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How can I install the module?
1. Use the module manager in your Magento administration platform,

search for Visidea module, and install it.

2. Open the module configuration in Store -> Settings -> Configuration and
open Visidea settings

3. Request your API key. Follow the link in module configuration "Go to
Visidea dashboard to create an account and get the API keys."



4. After registration, you will be redirected to the configuration of your
website where you can get your API keys



5. In the configuration of the module, insert the website name and the API
keys and press “Save Config”

6. Copy and paste the CSV file URLs to the Visidea configuration

7. Please wait for automatic updates to generate the recommendations.
The time for generating recommendations depends on the size of your
shop.

How does the plugin work in the frontend of the
website?
The plugin shows the recommendations with the configuration made in our
management web app.

It can show recommendations on the home page, on the product page, on the
shopping cart, and on the order confirmation page.



If you choose to display the visual search button it will be shown in the
header. Clicking it, the visual search feature will be presented and the user
can upload an image to search for similar products in the website catalog.
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Can I get a free trial?
You can start your website with a 14 days free trial.

How much does the Visidea service cost?
Check our plans and pricing on our website.

Where can I get help about Visidea?
If you get stuck, you can ask for help by writing an e-mail to
support@visidea.ai, we’ll be glad to help.
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